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What is the problem? Key Takeaways 

▪ IoT is generating excitement 

▪ Many vendors bringing products 

▪ Hard to interwork 

▪ Industry trying to fix this issue 

▪ New initiative under way 
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Despite great excitement, and with the 
market teeming with new IoT devices, 
why is consumer adoption of IoT 
technology lagging? 

The IoT state of matter 

 
Rajesh Abbi 
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Background 

In our 2020 Q2 issue of the DTS Magazine we had 
explored some reasons why, despite tremendous 
excitement and a vast array of new IoT (Internet of 
Things) devices flooding the market, consumer 
adoption has been lagging. 

One of the key reasons identified was the lack of 
common standards and challenges with device 
interoperability.  

It seems the market has realized that something 
needs to be done about that.  A few efforts have 
been underway to consolidate the multitude of 
technology standards and industry groups.  One 
recent initiative underway to develop a common 
device interoperability framework that can make 
it much easier for consumers to use the vast array 
of devices in the market is being developed under 
a curious moniker “Matter” by the Connectivity 
Standards Alliance (formerly Zigbee Alliance). 

The IoT Wild West 

Few technologies have created as much buzz over 
the past few years as IoT.  With the widespread 
adoption of smartphones by young and old alike, 
IoT brings the potential to enable them to control 
everything around them with just a click of a 
button.  This is the dream that has brought on a 
proverbial gold rush among device vendors.  The 
market is already teeming with devices, 
technologies, and apps that can enable you to 
control everything in your home from a simple 
light bulb, to cameras, to door locks, thermostats, 
etc. 

While most of these devices and apps work quite 
well on their own, very few of them can work with 
each other.  The reason is a multitude of 
technologies and standards used by various 
device and app vendors.  The result is that when 
someone goes out to buy a new device, they are 
confronted with a dizzying array of technology 
choices that do not work with each other.  Some 
of the popular technology choices include Zigbee, 
Z-wave, Bluetooth, BLE, and WiFi.  No wonder it is 
only the technically savvy consumers who can 
navigate this tricky environment.  

 

Taming the Chaos 

The industry has come to realize this challenge 
facing consumers, but there is no consensus on a 
common solution.  Each technology has its pros 
and cons, and each is best suited to a specific 
environment or application.  There is no one size 
fits all. 

As the next best thing, the industry decided to at 
least come up with a common interface 
framework that various devices could use to 
interoperate with each other.   A little over a year 
ago some of the leading device and app vendors 
such as Amazon, Apple, Google, and Comcast got 
together with the Zigbee Alliance to get the ball 
rolling under project CHIP (Connected Home over 
IP).  Unfortunately, CHIP was developed as a 
proprietary standard that is not open to other 
vendors.  However, the group soon realized the 
limitations of this approach and have since 
changed direction.  The Zigbee Alliance recently 
announced a change in their name to Connectivity 
Standards Alliance (CSA) and has announced that 
it is working on an open, royalty-free interface 
specification named “Matter”.  The group also 
plans to develop and make available an open-
source reference implementation for device 
vendors to use. 

Matter’s specification is based on the Internet 
Protocol (IP) and plans to support interop with 
the leading IoT platforms from Amazon, Apple, 
and Google.  See further details about Matter at 
https://buildwithmatter.com/. 

Let’s hope this new initiate eventually bears fruit 
and delivers on the promise of easy home 
automation for consumers. 

 


